
LSS+ OVERVIEW

HOW LSS+ WORKS FOR YOU
Logistics SuperSuite Plus is a proprietary platform that delivers seamless, end-to-
end integration across your supply chain – from Order Management to Destination 
Services. LSS+ combines the functionality of a core operating system with industry-
leading data analytics and optimization.

LSS + provides tools to connect all your key stakeholders, helping you collaborate 
efficiently and stay on top of your ever-changing supply chain.

LSS+ products and services fall into four categories:

	� Vendor Collaboration

	� Shipment Planning

	� Visibility & Reporting

	� Analytics

VENDOR COLLABORATION  
The Vendor Collaboration portal provides a full service menu to support your 
suppliers. Vendors, factories and agents  have user-role specific access, so 
responsible parties can focus on relevant information and tasks, such as order 
allocations, production tracking, label printing, booking, document submission, 
and more.

APL LOGISTICS MANAGING SUPPLY CHAIN COMPLEXITY

In today’s world, managing an 
efficient supply chain is especially 
challenging. APL Logistics stands 
ready with the expertise and tools 

needed to help you monitor and manage your supply 
chain, with Logistics SuperSuite Plus (LSS+).  

ANALYTICS

VENDOR COLLABORATION

SHIPMENT PLANNING

VISIBILITY & REPORTING
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LSS+ OVERVIEW

ABOUT LSS+ 

	J LSS+ powers the supply chains of over 1,000 customers

	J Full range of functionality from Order Management to 
Destination Services and everything in-between

	J Fifty years of experience paired with leading data 
analytics, shipment management and optimization tools 

	J Complex business rules management unmatched in the 
industry

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT  
YOUR LOCAL APL LOGISTICS REPRESENTATIVE
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SHIPMENT PLANNING
Our Shipment Planning tools organize and streamline the way 
your business rules are applied, ensuring the most efficient 
shipment methods. As your business grows our technology 
makes scaling and collaboration easy.   

	� Streamline your processes

	� Cut down on email traffic

	� Leverage technology to scale up

VISIBILITY & REPORTING
Tracking orders couldn’t be easier with our integrated visibility, 
user-friendly custom report builder as well as standard report 
templates, and automated alerts that offer a quick overview of 
areas that need attention. 

LSS+ provides a control tower view into your supply chain and a 
dynamic work queue to support your decision-making process.  

ANALYTICS
APL Logistics has resources to help fast track your analytics 
projects. Whether it is measuring metrics or KPI’s, creating 
visualizations to tell a story, or deploying more advanced 
concepts like machine learning or AI, we have the talent, 
expertise and infrastructure to solve problems and provide 
insights.

Customers automatically receive dashboards in LSS+ to measure 
all of the standard logistics KPI’s such as utilization, volume, 
vendor, origin and planning performance, but that is just the start 
of our Analytics capabilities. Below is a sample of the unmatched 
game changing analytics we provide:

	� ERP Lead Time Analysis and recommendations

	� Forecasting volume and allocations (using machine 
learning)

	� GHG Emissions Calculations and Mitigation

ABOUT APL LOGISTICS
APL Logistics is the go-to global supply chain specialist for 
companies in the Automotive, Retail, Consumer, and Industrial 
sectors. We have the scalability, specialized focus, and technology 
solutions to manage the complexity across your supply chain.

The APL Logistics group of companies has a global network 
covering all major markets, backed by a multinational workforce 
of over 7,000 people. APL Logistics Ltd is a member of the 
Kintetsu World Express group, a global logistics services provider.


